Objectives: To investigate the safety and effectiveness of dexmedetomidine to sedate patients who have failed previous attempts of sedation in the emergency department setting.
Introduction
A small number of aggressive or agitated patients are difficult to sedate, even after multiple doses of intramuscular or intravenous combinations of benzodiazepines and sedating antipsychotics, or are difficult to re-sedate after emerging with ongoing delirium. [1] The difficulties associated with controlling these patients is disruptive to clinical care, time consuming and dangerous to staff and other patients. Numerous approaches have been attempted to manage and safely sedate these patients, including the use of barbiturates, [2] propofol [2] and ketamine. [3] However, these remain unsatisfactory and there remains considerable risk to patient and staff which often results in the patient requiring intubation, mechanical ventilation and admission to an intensive care unit.
Interest in the use of alpha(α 2 )-adrenoceptor agonists for sedation is increasing. The antihypertensive clonidine has been the most popular of these agents and has been used for decades for the purpose of sedation in intensive care including control of opioid and alcohol withdrawal. However, it is long acting and its use is often associated with rebound hypertension following discontinuation. [4] Dexmedetomidine is a newer sedative α 2 -adrenoceptor agonist that is similar to clonidine, but has a shorter half-life allowing sedation to wear off more rapidly and it has less effect on haemodynamics. [5] Dexmedetomidine has been shown to consistently reduce the use of opioids, propofol, and benzodiazepines for sedation in the anaesthetic and intensive care unit (ICU) settings. [6] A major advantage of the α 2-adrenoceptor agonists is that they cause little or no respiratory compromise. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The α 2 -adrenoceptor agonists also have a different pharmacological action to benzodiazepines, so may be effective in patients with substantial tolerance to benzodiazepines which is another major problem in this patient group of difficult to sedate patients.
Dexmedetomidine has been studied extensively as a sedative and adjunct anaesthetic agent for patients in ICU and operating theatres. It has been shown to be safe and effective, and it appears to have some advantages over midazolam as a first line agent for sedation. [9, 10] The results of two recent studies comparing dexmedetomidine to the commonly used benzodiazepines, lorazepam and midazolam respectively, [9] [10] [11] demonstrated it to be a safe alternative in the ICU. Recent studies have also suggested that it is useful for procedural sedation. [7, 8] There is limited evidence available on the effective management of patients with acute behavioural disturbance (ABD) where standard approaches to sedation have not worked.
Clinical practice guidelines do not cover the treatment options to manage repeatedly failed sedation. Current practice is to administer anaesthetic agents, which then requires the patient to be intubated and mechanically ventilated. [12] This option is a last resort, which is resource intensive, and fraught with potential complications. No previous studies have explored an alternative management for failed sedation of ABD which does not require anaesthetic agents in the emergency department (ED).
The success of dexmedetomidine in ICU patients [9, 11] and anaesthetics, [6, 7] make it a good choice for investigation in the sedation of agitated patients in other settings. We hypothesised that dexmedetomidine may be a safe and useful agent for the management of difficult to sedate patients in the ED. The aim of the study is to investigate the effectiveness and safety of dexmedetomidine in a small number of agitated patients in the ED.
Methods

Study Design
We undertook a study of dexmedetomidine for the sedation of difficult to sedate patients with ABD in the ED. The primary outcome was safety of dexmedetomidine as determined by the occurrence of adverse effects. We aimed to recruit approximately 20 patients over a period of 18 months. The study was divided into two parts. In the first part of the study patients received a loading dose and then a repeat loading dose if required. In the second part of the study patients were administered a loading dose followed by a continuous intravenous infusion.
Setting
The study was undertaken from September 2009 to June 2011 in a tertiary teaching hospital with a large number of patients who had ABD and presented to the ED. It is an urban ED with 29,000 annual presentations, with aabout 6 per 1,000 with ABD. [13] Ethics approval was obtained from the local Human Research Ethics Committee. Consent was waived because of the requirement for immediate treatment and patients' lack of decision-making capacity to consent to medical treatment being given as a duty of care.
Selection of Participants and sample size
All adult patients (>18 years old) presenting to the ED with ABD were sedated according to a standardised protocol which included physical restraint and an initial sedative antipsychotic, droperidol 10mg, followed by a second 10mg if the patient had not been sedated after 15 minutes. Those who had failed at least two previous attempts of parenteral sedation were considered for inclusion if they continued to score +2 or +3 on the sedation assessment tool
[SAT] (Table 1) . Exclusion criteria were age < 18 years, pregnancy, baseline blood pressure (BP) < 100mmHg systolic, heart rate (HR) < 60bpm or a history of cardiac disease.
Interventions
Patients with ABD who were not sedated following at least two attempts with other parenteral medications were identified by treating clinicians. The investigators were contacted as to suitability for recruitment to the study. All patients were placed in a resuscitation bay with cardiac monitoring, pulse oximetry and non-invasive BP monitoring.
Two intravenous cannulas were inserted if not already in place for drug and fluid administration. All patients received a fluid load prior to dexmedetomidine.
For the first part of the study a loading dose of dexmedetomidine (1mg/kg up to a maximum of 100mcg) was given over 20 to 30 minutes. This could be repeated if the patient was initially sedated and then became agitated again. In the second part of the study the loading dose could be followed by a second loading dose if necessary, and then a continuous infusion. The infusion rate was titrated to the level of sedation, as measured by the SAT, and the patient's vital signs. The infusion was commenced at a rate of 0.7mcg/kg/hr and could be titrated to effect between 0.2mcg/kg/hr to 1.2mcg/kg/hr in 0.1mcg increments.
Data Collection and Processing
Data was recorded prospectively using a standardised chart developed for patients with ABD and then entered into a relational database. The following data were included for the study analysis: patient demographic characteristics (age, sex), cause of ABD, drugs given prior to dexmedetomidine (time of administration, drug related adverse effects), dose and timing of dexmedetomidine, and injuries to patients and staff. Observations were recorded every 5 minutes until the sedation score remained at zero or less for greater than 30 minutes and vital signs were stable. Observations included heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP), oxygen saturations and respiratory rate. All patients received an electrocardiogram when they settled.
The level of sedation was recorded using the SAT (Table 1) [14] by emergency staff who were familiar with the SAT as part of a structured protocol for patients with ABD. The SAT was designed for rapid assessment of in patients with ABD in the ED and evaluates both agitation and sedation on the same scale. The scale ranges from most agitated and combative + 3, to unconscious, -3.
If the patient failed to respond to dexmedetomidine, or developed any adverse effects, further intervention was decided by the treating clinician.
Outcome Measures
The primary outcome was the frequency of adverse effects defined as the need for airway support, respiration rate <12 breaths per minute, oxygen saturation <90%, hypotension (BP <90 mmHg), bradycardia (HR < 60 bpm) and an unplanned ICU admission. The secondary outcome was effective sedation defined as a reduction in the SAT score from +2 or +3 by two levels or returning to zero (awake and cooperative), for a period of greater than one hour.
Results
Over a period of 21 months a total of 13 patients were given dexmedetomidine in the ED. All patients were administered with sedative antipsychotics, with or without a benzodiazepine prior to dexmedetomidine. The median age was 41 years (range 24 to 87y). Two patients were over 80 years of age. Eleven patients were male. The cause of ABD was deliberate selfharm (6), alcohol withdrawal (2), recreational drug use (2), post-ictal delirium (1), hyperglycaemia (1) and acute psychosis (1).
There were five patients who only had the loading dose. Two had a repeat loading dose.
Three patients were only briefly sedated during the period of loading dose being administered. Only one patient had an adverse effect which was an 87 year old patient whodeveloped hypotension (systolic 85mm/hg) ( Figure 1 , Table 2) In the second part of the study, eight patients received an infusion after the loading dose ( Figure 1 , Table 2 ). Three were successfully sedated and one of these developed hypotension.
One patient had no response to dexmedetomidine and remained at a score of +2 to +3 and required intubation and anaesthesia. Four patients were transiently sedated but then required a substantial decrease in the infusion rate to maintain a normal BP. In three of the four patients the decrease in rate compromised the sedation effect. One of these subsequently required intubation for management of ABD. Five of the eight patients developed hypotension and one these developed bradycardia. One patient with persistent hypotension developed atrial fibrillation seven hours after the infusion commenced with evidence of first degree heart block on an electrocardiogram prior to this. The study was ceased after the eighth patient with an infusion due to the frequency of patients developing hypotension.
The details of prior sedation and underlying cause of the ABD are outlined in Table 1 . Of the total 13 patients, only five patients were successfully sedated. Four of these remained sedated for 6 to 12 hours (overnight) and none of these four had any adverse effects. Four patients were transferred to the ICU, two for closer monitoring and the two that failed sedation and required intubation. Of the remaining four, two were transferred to the psychiatric emergency care centre and two remained in the emergency department with ongoing ABD. Both patients remained in physical restraints and were administered sedative agents intermittently with minimal effect.
No patient scored -3 (unconscious) on the SAT. The most common score was -1 (asleep but easily rousable) when sedation was achieved.
The most common adverse effect was hypotension which occurred in six of the 13 patients.
Five of these were during the administration of the infusion. Hypotension was managed by reducing the rate in three patients and ceasing the infusion in the other two, both elderly patients. Oxygen saturation and respiratory rate were maintained in all patients and no patient had respiratory compromise.
Discussion
Although the majority of patients with difficult to control ABD in the ED were initially sedated by dexmedetomidine, only four of 13 patients were effectively sedated for longer than an hour, without having any adverse effects (Figure 1) . The predominant adverse effect was hypotension in six patients. This failure of dexmedetomidine may have been due to the ED being less equipped to manage the cardiovascular effects of dexmedetomidine.
The introduction of the infusion in the second part of the study was to determine if this improved the duration and therefore success of the sedation. The rapid onset and offset of the sedative effects of dexmedetomidine was clearly seen in three of the five patients given only a loading dose. These three patients became agitated again shortly after the loading dose was completed. We found with the introduction of an infusion, sedation was initially achieved in the majority of the patients (7 out of 8). However, the infusion rate in four of these patients was decreased substantially due to hypotension. Subsequently, the decrease in the infusion rate resulted in sedation wearing off in three of these patients.
Hypotension, bradycardia and atrial fibrillation have all been reported in larger ICU studies of dexmedetomidine. [11, 15, 16] The MENDS study compared dexmedetomidine to lorazepam in 106 ventilated patients and reported atrial fibrillation in three patients given dexmedetomidine, but none given lorazepam. [9] Other studies of dexmedetomidine in anaesthetics and procedural sedation, as well as in healthy volunteers, have reported significant cardiovascular adverse effects, [4, 5, 7, 9, 17, 18] and the occurrence and effects were thought to be related to the dose and infusion rate [4, 19, 20] . Studies in healthy volunteers report average decreases in the mean arterial pressure 20 to 29% using recommended doses, [19, 20] and a decrease of 18 to 23% in critically ill patients. [18, 19] In a study of high dose versus low dose dexmedetomidine there was no significant difference in the incidence of hypotension and bradycardia between dosing groups. [21] Hypotension was the most common adverse effect, occurring in 38% of patients. These patients had a dose increase more frequently than 30 minutes and had more adjustments to their infusion rate. [21] Bradycardia is commonly reported in previous studies. In a cohort of critically ill patients in the SEDCOM study, bradycardia occurred in 42% [11] and in 16.5% in the DEXCOM study. [16] In healthy volunteers in a dosing study, HR decreases of 16 to 20% were reported. [5] Correction of the bradycardia is recommended by administering atropine, [19] and/or inotropes [17] to maintain haemodynamics within the pre-determined limits.
In our study the level of sedation and frequency of adverse effects were very sensitive to the infusion rate. The need for titration of the infusion rate plus the limited staffing and the busy nature of the ED may have contributed to the failure of dexmedetomidine. The increased infusion rate required to sedate patients with ABD resulted in hypotension. The study was ceased for safety reasons due to the frequency and severity of adverse effects.
Conclusion
Dexmedetomidine was able to initially sedate all but one patient who had failed previous attempts of sedation in the ED. However, the doses required to achieve the level of sedation required for ABD resulted in almost half of the patients developing hypotension. This frequency of adverse effects is beyond the monitoring capability of most busy ED due to staff-to-patient ratios. Intravenous dexmedetomidine cannot be safely used for sedation of difficult to sedate ABD in the ED. 
